UDAYAN UMAPATHI

217, Sheetz street, Apt 12
West Lafayette, IN 47906
765-409-7656
uumapath@purdue.edu
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/~uumapath/

EDUCATION
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN - Graduating May 2014
GPA - 3.57
Master’s degree in Electrical and Computer Engineering
Thesis: Signal processing to achieve spatialization in Bone conduction Audio device.
RV College of Engineering, Bangalore, India - March 2010
Bachelor’s Degree in Electronics and communication Engineering
88% with University Rank 9.

GPA - 4.0

WORK EXPERIENCE
FLOMIO INC, MIAMI, FL
MAY 2013 - JULY 2013
NFC ACCESSORIES PRODUCT MANAGER
-Developed a stack for ISO15693 NFC standard on Android.
-Created multiple Android Apps demonstrating various NFC actions on Android.
-Debugged circuits(device called FloJack) to achieve low power.
-Worked on 3D printing technology.
-Hacked,developed and deployed few apps for Google Glass.
-Was involved in pricing and sales of products.
-Marketed Flomio products by creating regular blog posts.
STUDIO AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY
APPLICATION DEVELOPER(RESEARCH ASSISTANT)
OCT 2012 - APRIL 2013
-Developed Apps for Android mobile platform used by Purdue students as learning
tools.
CYPRESS SEMICONDUCTOR, BANGALORE, INDIA
APPLICATIONS ENGINEER
JULY 2010 - JUNE 2012
-Worked extensively on the mixed signal chip “Programmable System on Chip (PSoC)”,
Capacitive Touch Controllers and USB Controllers. (ARM Cortex M3 Architecture and 8051
Architecture).
-Very first Applications Engineer to investigate the low power architecture of PSoC3 and ARM
based PSoC5. Configured various low power modes of operation and discovered issues
which were later fixed by designers.
-Worked extensively on developing USB based solutions.
-Developed technical solution(Firmware, Soldering, board designs, Application Notes etc) to
support customers on PSoC based applications.

INTERNSHIP AT CISCO SYSTEMS INDIA

MARCH 2010 - JULY 2010
-Worked on determining electrical components used in the power unit of Cisco Network
Switches and other networking devices.
-Perl scripting.

FOUNDER AND CHIEF EDITOR, TANTRA-JNAAN INC
JAN 2011 - AUG 2012
-Founded an awesome team of five people to build a technology website like Engadget.

PROGRAMMING AND OTHER SKILLS
Programming: C, Verilog, Python, C++,C#, Java.
Parallel Programming: MPI, POSIX threads, OpenMP.
App Development: Android - Experience with native code development and Android SDKs.
Solid experience in IDEs: Eclipse, IntelliJ. Minimal iOS and Windows development experience.
Devices: ARM Cortex M3, ARM Cortex A8, Atmel AVR Controllers, PSoC(Programmable
System on Chip), Altera Cyclone 2 FPGA, MSP 430, OMAP.
Embedded protocols: UART, SPI, I2C, CAN, USB 2.0. Specialized knowledge on USB protocol
and NFC standards. Special interest in Zigbee and Bluetooth LE.
Other Skills and experience: Board level Analog and Digital Circuit design and debugging,
Unix/Linux scripting, Motor Control, PCB designing(Schematics and layout design), Wordpress,
GIT, SVN.

PROJECTS AND RESEARCH WORK
Custom System on Chip(SOC) design for Audio Equalization - A custom SOC was built to
perform Audio equalization using Altera Cyclone 2 FPGA and Nios-2 processor. The equalizer
was implemented in the form of a custom component in verilog using tools provided by Altera.
Inertial implementation of a Computer input device enabling three degrees of
freedom - The aim of the project was to design and develop a complete inertial USB mouse
that reports consistent-direction translation, and planar rotation. The current version of the
prototype successfully reports change in position and the amount of rotation of the mouse to
any OS. Next step is to develop a transdimensional inertial stylus that can recognize whether it
is on a surface or in free space.
Cypress Analog System Performance Analyzer - Developed a complete system, that collects
ADC samples of a given analog system through USB and analyses the samples for analog
system performance parameters such as, SNR, Peak-Peak Noise, ENOB, THD, SINAD. This
system was used globally by Cypress Engineers for evaluating the analog system performance.
Intelligent Sun tracking system with Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) for Solar
Panel - This project demonstrated a mechanism that tracks sun’s movement to orient a solar
panel in the direction of maximum light intensity. It also implemented “Maximum Power Point

Tracking” technique that varies the operating point of the solar panel dynamically by varying
the load across the panel.
Wireless embedded network for tree conservation - This project implemented an electronic
system that reduces the number of trees that are being cut down. A wireless mesh network
using Zigbee and multiple other sensors was built for this purpose.
V-Way Cache and Victim Cache line in Gem5 - A Variable-way(V-way) cache was implemented
in C++ and Python using gem5 simulator for ALPHA processor architecture. The goal was to
reduce the average cache miss-rate in the processor and thus increase the IPC(Instruction per
cycle).
Increase the Pipeline size of a processor and study its effect - An in-order CPU model of
ALPHA processor architecture was modified to increase the number of pipeline stages and its
effect was studied.
Parallel computing - Parallel programs were written using MPI and POSIX Threads and
deployed on Linux Cluster at Purdue. Implemented algorithms to compute PageRank, Single
Source Shortest path, Discrete Random Walks, Map Reduction.

PUBLICATION
Simple Techniques to Improve Solar Panel Efficiency using a Microcontroller or SoC.
Published in Low-Powerdesign and EETimes tech websites.
Squeezing the Most from Battery Cells with a Switched-Mode Pump. Published in LowPowerdesign and EETimes tech websites.
Cypress Application Note - USB HID Bootloader for updating firmware of PSoC3/PSoC5
devices.
Cypress Application Note -Low power operation and power optimization in PSoC3/ PSoC5
devices.

OTHER ACTIVITIES
Active member of the ToastMasters International Club and the Entrepreneurship and
Innovation Club at Purdue.
Member of Purdue Linux Users Group.
Volunteer at TEDxPurdueU (Independently organized TED event).
Cycling enthusiast. Ride leader in Purdue cycling club.
Initiated the PEER-TO-PEER knowledge sharing initiative at Cypress Semiconductor and
kept the initiative operational at Cypress Design center, Bangalore for 6 months.
President of the student technical club at RV College of Engineering for two years.
Designing and building fixed wing aircraft and rotary aircrafts. Converting fixed wing aircraft
to Unmanned Aerial Vehicle(UAV).

